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This is obviously a relaxation. Another formulation of this problem is given by Knuth in[13], Exercise 2.3.2-22.One motivation for considering the ordered tree inclusion problem and other tree in-clusion problems comes from the concept of structured text databases. One can usecontext-free grammars (see [7], for example) to describe the structure of natural languagesentences in terms of their parse trees (see [19] for example). In Figure 1 an example of aparse tree of the sentence The professor feeds the well-behaved dog with fresh meat is given.Hence a structured text database can be realized as a collection of parse trees (see [3],[9]). Then one can use tree inclusion as a means of retrieving information from documentsstored in such a database [10]. Figure 2 gives an example of a query tree which can beused to retrieve information on what professors do with dogs. In reality the parse tree aswell as the query tree could be augmented with some more linguistic information.S
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�� QQQQQQQQNP��� AAADet NounThe professor
VP�������� XXXXXXXXXXVerbfeeds NP���� QQQQDet Adj Nounthe well-behaved dog

PP��� @@@Prepwith NP��� AAAAdj Nounfresh meatFigure 1: An example of a parse tree.In [12] Kilpel�ainen and Mannila give an algorithm that solves the problem of orderedtree inclusion in time and space �(jP j � jT j). In that paper it is also shown that the treeinclusion problem becomes NP-complete when considering unordered trees.In this paper we present a new algorithm for the ordered tree inclusion problem withtime complexity O(j�P j � jT j+#matches � depth(T ));2



S%%%%%%%% HHHHHNounprofessor(s) VP���� QQQQVerb Noundog(s)Figure 2: An example of a query tree.where �P is the alphabet of the labels of the pattern tree and #matches is the num-ber of pairs (v; w) 2 P � T with label(v) = label(w). This complexity beatsthe complexity of the algorithm of [12] if the number of matches is relatively small,i. e. #matches = o(jP j � jT j =depth(T )). Furthermore, the time bound of our algo-rithm is not a tight one, but an upper bound. The space complexity of our algorithm isO(j�P j � jT j+#matches).The main idea of our algorithm is to construct an inclusion map f by considering andmapping the nodes of P in ascending preorder, either until the pattern tree is completelymapped, or until it arrives at a point where it is impossible to continue with the construc-tion of the inclusion map. In the latter case the algorithm returns to a node of P thathas already been mapped, and maps it to another candidate. To avoid duplicate work, itderives as much information as possible from such a \dead end". Then it considers andmaps the remaining nodes of P again in ascending preorder. Hence our algorithm usessome kind of backtracking.This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we de�ne and illustrate the problemof ordered tree inclusion. In the following section we relate the problem of ordered treeinclusion to other problems on trees and pattern matching. In Chaper 4 we present ournew algorithm to solve the ordered tree inclusion problem. In this section we �rst intro-duce the main concepts used by the algorithm and give a survey of the algorithm. Thenwe describe the parts of the algorithm in detail. Finally we illustrate the interaction ofthe main parts of the algorithm. In the following section we sketch an implementationof our algorithm. In Section 6 we prove the correctness of the algorithm and analyzeits complexity. In Section 7 we sketch how our algorithm can be used to enumerate allinclusion maps from the pattern tree to the target tree. Finally in Section 8 we discussour algorithm and give some suggestions for further work.3



2 The Ordered Tree Inclusion ProblemLet T = (V;E) be an ordered labeled tree. Then we use for a node u 2 V the followingnotations:� label(u) is the label of u. We assume that the labels of the pattern and target treeare chosen from a �nite alphabet �;� T [u] denotes the subtree of T with root u;� rightmost leaf(u) is the rightmost leaf of the subtree T [u];� parent(u) denotes the parent of u;� left sibling(u) and right sibling(u) denote the left and the right sibling of u,respectively;� leftmost child(u) and rightmost child(u) are the leftmost and the rightmostchildren of u, respectively.When we use in the following the terms ancestor and successor, we mean proper an-cestors and proper successors. Analogously, we mean by to the left of and to the right ofalways properly left and properly right.Now the problem of ordered tree inclusion can be formally de�ned as follows.De�nition 1 (Ordered Tree Inclusion) In the problem of ordered tree inclusion thereare given two ordered labeled trees P and T with jP j � jT j. P is the pattern tree and Tis the target tree. Sought is a one-to-one map f from the nodes of P to the nodes of T ,such that 8v; v1; v2 2 P the following conditions hold� label condition: label(v) = label(f(v));� ancestor condition: v1 is ancestor of v2 () f(v1) is ancestor of f(v2);� order condition: v1 is to the left of v2 () f(v1) is to the left of f(v2).We call such a map f an inclusion map from P to T . 2Note that there may be exponentially many inclusion maps from a pattern tree to atarget tree. Thus it is not feasible to look for all inclusion maps. Hence we look for onlyone inclusion map in the following.In the remainder of this paper P = (VP ; EP ), VP = fv1; : : : ; vng, is the given patterntree and T = (VT ; ET), VT = fw1; : : :wmg, is the given target tree. VP [i] denotes theset of the �rst i nodes of the pattern tree in preorder. A pair (v; w) 2 VP � VT withlabel(v) = label(w) is called a match; then w is called a candidate for v.The next array. If �P = fs1; : : : ; stg is the alphabet of the labels of the nodes of thepattern tree, then we denote, for all 1 � i � t and 1 � j � m, by next(si; wj) the �rstnode of T with label si and a preorder number greater than j, if there is one. If there isnone, the value of next(si; wj) is nil, i. e. it is unde�ned.4
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-- - -Figure 3: An inclusion map from the nodes of P to the nodes of T1 satisfyingthe conditions of ordered tree inclusion.ak��������bk CCCCCCCCCC ckdkP
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-- - -����Figure 4: The leaf of P with label d cannot be mapped to the leaf of T2with label d. 5



Example 1 In Figure 3 an inclusion map from the nodes of a pattern tree P to the nodesof a target tree T1 that satis�es the conditions of ordered tree inclusion is shown.In Figure 4 the mapping of the leaf of P with label d to the leaf T2 with label d wouldviolate the ancestor condition of ordered tree inclusion. The node of P with label c is anancestor of the leaf of P with label d, but the image of the node of P with label c is to theleft of the leaf of T2 with label d. Furthermore, the leaf of P with label d cannot be mappedto the inner node of T2 with label d, since this would switch the ancestor relation.ak��������bk CCCCCCCCCC ckdkP
ak����dck���a @@@ adk
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- -���� - -Figure 5: The leaf of P with label b cannot be mapped to the leaf of T3with label b.In Figure 5 the mapping of the leaf of P with label b to the leaf T3 with label b wouldviolate the order condition of ordered tree inclusion. The leaf of P is to the left of theinner node of P with label c, but the leaf of T3 is to the left of the image of the inner nodeof P . 23 Related ProblemsThe objective of this section is to relate the problem of ordered tree inclusion to otherproblems on trees and on pattern matching.3.1 Other Tree Inclusion ProblemsThe tree pattern matching and the ordered tree inclusion are only two representatives ofthe class of tree inclusion problems. We mention two inclusion problems that are \be-tween" the previous ones.In the ordered path inclusion problem the ancestor condition of ordered tree inclusionis replaced by the child-of condition: v1 is child of v2 () f(v1) is child of f(v2). The6



order condition remains. In the ordered region inclusion problem the order condition istightened by the sibling condition: v1 is a sibling of v2 () f(v1) is a sibling of f(v2).Both problems can be solved in time O(jP j � jT j) [11].Obviously we have: a solution of tree pattern matching is also a solution of orderedregion inclusion; a solution of ordered region inclusion is also a solution of ordered pathinclusion; and a solution of ordered path inclusion is also a solution of ordered tree in-clusion. Note that the reverse does not hold. There may be a solution of ordered treeinclusion even if there is no solution of tree pattern matching. In [11] a uniform treatmentof tree inclusion problems is given.3.2 The Tree Editing ProblemThe problem of ordered tree inclusion can also be seen as a special case of the tree editingproblem [18], [20]. In the tree editing problem two ordered labeled trees T1 and T2 aregiven, and sought is a partial one-to-one map M (a mapping) from the nodes of T1 to thenodes of T2 with minimal cost, such that for all v1; v2 in the domain Domain(M) of Mthe following hold:(a) v1 is an ancestor of v2 () M(v1) is an ancestor of M(v2),(b) v1 is to the left of v2 () M(v1) is to the left of M(v2).The cost (M) of a mapping M is de�ned as follows(M) = Xv2domain(M)(v;M(v))+ Xv2T1ndomain(M)(v;nil) + Xw2T2nrange(M)(nil; w)(by (v;nil) and (nil; w) we denote that v maps to no node of T2 and that no node of T1maps to w, respectively).The ordered tree inclusion problem can be reduced to the tree editing problem asfollows. If  is for all v 2 T1 and w 2 T2 de�ned by(v;nil) = (nil; w) = 1and (v; w) = ( 0, if v and w have the same label,2, otherwise ) ;a pattern tree P matches a target tree T at a node x in the sense of ordered tree inclusion,if and only if there is a mapping M from P to T , such that(1) the root of P maps to x,(2) (M) = jT j � jP j.With the algorithm of Zhang and Shasha [20] for the tree editing problem we have analgorithm for ordered tree inclusion with time complexityO(jP j � jT j �minfdepth(P ); leaves(P )g �minfdepth(T ); leaves(P )g).Note that this complexity is beaten by the specialized algorithm of Kilpel�ainen and Man-nila and by ours. 7



3.3 Subsequence and Substructure ProblemsTurning to strings, the tree inclusion problem can be seen as a generalization of thesubsequence problem for strings. In this problem one asks whether a pattern string P isa subsequence of a target string T . Obviously, there is a straightforward algorithm thatsolves this problem in linear time. We simply map the �rst symbol of the pattern string tothe �rst occurence of this symbol in the target string. Then we map the second symbol ofthe pattern string to the �rst occurence of this symbol in the remainder of target string,and so on. Figure 6 gives an example of this approach.P : a b c . . .T : . . . a . . . c . . . b . . . c . . . b . . .��� @@@ QQQQFigure 6: An example of the subsequence problem.Hence a problem that is related to both the ordered tree inclusion problem andthe tree editing problem is the problem of determining the largest common substruc-ture of two trees. The latter problem is an extension of the well known longest commonsubsequence problem (see [4], [5], [1] and [16], for example) to trees. Here one seeksfor the largest common substructure of two ordered labeled trees T1 and T2 that canbe obtained by deleting nodes from T1 and T2 in the sense of the tree editing prob-lem. This problem can be solved by an algorithm for the tree editing problem by areduction similar to that for the ordered tree inclusion problem. Hence one can alsocompute the largest common substructure of two ordered labeled trees also in timeO(jP j � jT j �minfdepth(P ); leaves(P )g �minfdepth(T ); leaves(P )g).Up to now, no better specialized algorithm for this problem is known.3.4 The Minor Containment ProblemThe tree inclusion problem can be seen as a special case of the minor containment problemfor graphs (see [17], [8]). In this problem two graph G and H are given, and the questionis whether G contains H as a minor, i. e. whether G can be converted to H by a sequenceof contractions of two adjacent nodes into a single new node.This problem is known to be NP-complete even when restricted to trees. This impliesthat minor containment is NP-complete also for rooted trees. In other words, tree inclu-sion is NP-complete for unordered tree. In [15] a proof for the NP-completeness of theunordered tree inclusion is given which is independent of that in [12].4 The New Algorithm for the Ordered Tree InclusionThe input to our new algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion for the ordered tree inclusion prob-lem consists of two ordered labeled trees, the pattern tree P = (VP ; EP ) and the targettree T = (VT ; ET), where VP = fv1; : : : ; vng, VT = fw1; : : : ; wmg, and n � m. In our de-scription we assume that the subscripts of the nodes correspond to their preorder number.8



We further assume without loss of generality that the roots of the pattern and target treehave the same label. a���b��� AAA @@@ c��� AAAP
a����b1���b2��� AAA @@@ s��� AAAT1 QQQQ s��� AAAT2TFigure 7: An example of the ordered tree inclusion problemThe idea of our algorithm is to transfer the straightforward approach for the sub-sequence problem (cf. Subsection 3.3) to the tree case. After some preprocessing ouralgorithm begins to construct an inclusion map f from the pattern tree P to the targettree T iteratively. Thereby it considers and maps the nodes of P in ascending preorder,and a node of the pattern tree is mapped to the in ascending preorder �rst eligible nodeof the target tree. This is, if a string is considered as a tree, our algorithm proceeds justas the algorithm for the subsequence problem does. But in contrast to the string casethe algorithm can come to a \dead end" in the tree case, as illustrated by the followingexapmle.Example 2 Consider the pattern tree P and the target tree T given in Figure 7. We startwith mapping the root of P to the root T . Then we consider the left child of the root ofthe pattern tree with label b. The �rst eligible node of the target tree with the same label isthe node labeled with b1. Hence, one could map the left child of the root of P to this nodeof T . But in contrast to the string case this need not be a good choice. Even if the subtreeP [b] can be completely mapped to the subtree T [b1], it may happen that the subtree P [c] ofthe pattern tree cannot be completely mapped to the subtree T2 of the target tree. In thiscase the algorithms eventually comes to a \dead end". Hence, the node b1 is no suitablecandidate for the left child of the root of the target tree.Note that a similar problem can occur when the algorithm considers the nodes a post-order. Assume that the left child of the root of the pattern tree is mapped to the node b2 ofthe target tree. In this case the subtree P [c] can be alternatively mapped to the subtree T1of the target tree. But now it may happen that the subtree P [b] can be completely mappedto the subtree T [b1] but not to the subtree T [b2]. Hence the algorithm can come to a deadend in either traversal order. 2The preceeding example has shown that our algorithm can arrive at dead end { at apoint where it is impossible to continue with the construction of the inclusion map. In9



this case it returns to a node of P that has already been mapped and maps it to anothercandidate. Afterwards, it considers and maps the remaining nodes of P again in ascendingpreorder, either until the pattern tree is completely mapped or until it arrives at anotherdead end. This means that our algorithm uses some kind of backtracking.If the algorithm has been successful in constructing an inclusion map from P to T , itsoutput is the constructed inclusion map f . Otherwise, it returns a message that it is notpossible to map the pattern tree completely to the target tree.In the following subsections we �rst introduce the basic terms und facts for our al-gorithm; then we give a survey of how our algorithm proceeds. The third subsectiondescribes the preprocessing part and the fourth subsection the main part of the algorithm,where the main procedures of the algorithm are explained in detail. The �nal subsectionof this section is devoted to illustrating the correct interaction of these procedures.4.1 Basics of the AlgorithmSuppose that we have already mapped the �rst i, 1 � i < jVP j; nodes of the pattern treeto nodes of the target tree according to the conditions of ordered tree inclusion.De�nition 2 (Partial inclusion map) We call a map f from VP [i] to the nodes of T apartial inclusion map for VP [i], if f satis�es for all nodes of VP [i] the conditions of orderedtree inclusion. 2If we want to extend a partial inclusion map for VP [i] to VP [i+1], we have to consideronly candidates for vi+1 which are compatible with this partial inclusion map.De�nition 3 (Feasible candidate) Let f be a partial inclusion map for VP [i]. We calla candidate w for vi+1 feasible with respect to f , if the map f 0 from VP [i+1] to the nodesof T , de�ned by f 0(u) = f(u); u 2 VP [i]and f 0(vi+1) = w;is a partial inclusion map for VP [i+ 1].In the following we often omit the speci�cation with respect to f , where it is clearwhich partial inclusion map is meant. 2Hence to extend a partial inclusion map f for VP [i] to VP [i+ 1] it su�ces to consideronly feasible candidates for vi+1. The next lemma speci�es their position in the targettree (see Figure 8).Lemma 1 Let f be a partial inclusion map for VP [i]. A candidate w for vi+1 is feasiblewith respect to f , if and only if(a) w is successor of f(parent(vi+1));(b) w is to the right of f(left sibling(vi+1)), if vi+1 has a left sibling.Proof. 10
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JJJJsrightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vi+1)))JJJJJJJJ� feasible candidatesfor vi+1--Figure 8: The position of the feasible candidates for vi+1.\)" Let w be a feasible candidate for vi+1. Since vi+1 is successor of parent(vi+1), whas to be successor of f(parent(vi+1)) because of the ancestor condition. If vi+1has a left sibling, it has to be to the right of f(left sibling(vi+1)) because of theorder condition.\(" Let w be successor of f(parent(vi+1)), and let it be to the right off(left sibling(vi+1)), if vi+1 has a left sibling.First we have to show that for every node u 2 VP [i] which is ancestor of vi+1, f(u)is ancestor of w: so let u be ancestor of vi+1. Since w is successor of f(parent(vi+1)),it is also successor of f(u).Then we have to show that for every node u 2 VP [i] which is to the left of vi+1,f(u) is to the left of w. First let vi+1 have no left sibling, and let u be to the left ofvi+1. Since every node which is to the left of vi+1 is also to the left of parent(vi+1),and since w is successor of f(parent(vi+1)), f(u) is to the left of w. Now let vi+1have a left sibling, let u1 be successor of left sibling(vi+1), and let u2 be to theleft of left sibling(vi+1). Since f(left sibling(vi+1)) is to the left of w, f(u1)and f(u2) are also to the left of w. 2This lemma implies that a feasible candidate for vi+1 must have a greater preordernumber than f(parent(vi+1)) or than rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vi+1))), if vi+1has a left sibling. Together with the de�nition of the next array, we have the followingcorollary.Corollary 1 Let f be a partial inclusion map for VP [i], and let there be a feasible candi-date for vi+1. Then we have(a) if vi+1 has no left sibling,next(label(vi+1); f(parent(vi+1)))is the feasible candidate for vi+1 with the smallest preorder number;(b) if vi+1 has a left sibling,next(label(vi+1);rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vi+1))))is the feasible candidate for vi+1 with the smallest preorder number. 2From this result we can derive a criterion for the existence of a feasible candidate.11



Corollary 2 Let f be a partial inclusion map for VP [i]. Then there is no feasible candidatefor vi+1, if and only if(a) vi+1 has no left sibling andnext(label(vi+1); f(parent(vi+1)))is not successor of f(parent(vi+1));(b) vi+1 has a left sibling andnext(label(vi+1);rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vi+1))))is not successor of f(parent(vi+1)). 2Hence to extend a partial inclusion map f for VP [i] to VP [i+ 1] we consider the nodewk = ( next(label(vi+1); f(parent(vi+1))); if vi+1 has no left sibling;next(label(vi+1);rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vi+1)))); otherwise.If wk is not successor of f(parent(vi+1)), we know, by Corollary 2, that there is no fea-sible candidate for vi+1 at all. If wk is successor of f(parent(vi+1)), we can map vi+1 toit to get a partial inclusion map for VP [i+ 1]. By Corollary 1 we know that we have notskipped any eligible candidate for vi+1.During the following construction of the inclusion map it may happen that there is nofeasible candidate for a node vj , j > i + 1, if vi+1 is mapped to wk. That is,the partialinclusion map constructed for VP [i + 1] cannot be extended to an inclusion map for thewhole pattern tree P : although wk is a feasible candidate for vi+1, it is not suited for theconstruction of an inclusion map for P .De�nition 4 (Suitable candidate) Let f be a partial inclusion map for VP [i], and letw be a feasible candidate for vi+1. We call w not suitable with respect to f , if there is aj > i+ 1 such that there is no partial inclusion map f 0 for VP [j] withf 0(u) = f(u); u 2 VP [i];and f 0(vi+1) = w:If there is no such j, then w is called suitable with respect to f . 2If it turns out that the candidate wk to which vi+1 has been mapped is not suitable, thiscandidate is dismissed and another candidate for vi+1 is chosen. The following corollarygeneralizes the Corollaries 1 and 2 to this situation.Corollary 3 Let f be a partial inclusion map for VP [i], and let u be a node of T whichis successor of f(parent(vi+1)) and to the right of f(left sibling(vi+1)), if vi+1 has aleft sibling. That is, if u has the label label(vi+1), then it is a feasible candidate for vi+1.Let all feasible candidates for vi+1 whose preorder numbers are less than or equal to thatof u be not suitable, as shown in Figure 9. Then we have(a) if there are suitable candidates for vi+1 whose preorder numbers are greater thanthose of u, then next(label(vi+1); u) is the one with the smallest preorder number;12
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JJJJs 6no suitablecandidate for vi+1BBBBBBBBppppppppp suBBBB ZZZZZZZZZZ--Figure 9: The situation of Corollary 3.(b) if next(label(vi+1); u) is not successor of f(parent(vi+1)), then there are no suit-able candidates for vi+1. 2Hence, after dismissing the candidate wk chosen �rst, we consider the candidate fwk =next(label(vi+1); u) for vi+1. If it is feasible, we map vi+1 to it. Otherwise, we knowthat there is no suitable candidate for vi+1. From the latter we can conclude that thecandidate chosen for vi is not suitable either.It later turns out that we can conclude from a feasible candidate being not suitable thatsome following feasible candidates are also not suitable. Consequently, we can skip them.However, for the correctness of our algorithm it is necessary that we skip only feasiblecandidates which we know for certain are not suitable. If we have no such information,we have to go from one feasible candidate to the next.De�nition 5 (Next eligible candidate) Let f a partial inclusion map for VP [i]. Wecall a candidate w for vi+1 the next eligible candidate for vi+1, if� the preorder number of w is greater than that of f(parent(vi+1)) or than that ofrightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vi+1))), if vi+1 has a left sibling;� all feasible candidates for vi+1 with a smaller preorder number than w are not suit-able;� whether w is suitable or not is still open. 2Note that the next eligible candidate for vi+1 is feasible if and only if it is successor off(parent(vi+1)). But if it is not feasible, we know by Corollary 3 that there is no feasiblecandidate for vi+1 at all.Which candidate the next eligible candidate is depends on the \knowledge" of thealgorithm, but is unequivocal at any time. Hence we can always choose the next eligiblecandidate for the node of the pattern tree under consideration.4.2 Survey of the AlgorithmIn every iteration of the algorithm we have the following start state: we have alreadyconstructed a partial inclusion map for VP [next � 1] and are now considering the node13



vnext, for which we have chosen the next eligible candidate wnext. We then check whetherwnext is successor of f(parent(vnext)), i. e. whether wnext is a feasible candidate for vnext.If this is the case, we can map vnext to wnext: we carry out a forward step. If not, thenthere is no suitable candidate for vnext, and hence we have come to a dead end: we carryout a backward step.In a forward step we map vnext to wnext, i. e. we extend the partial inclusion map forVP [next� 1] to VP [next]. Then we choose the next eligible candidate for vnext+1 and pro-ceed with a new iteration of the algorithm. If the candidate chosen for vnext+1 is feasible,we carry out another forward step in this iteration; otherwise we turn to a backward step.If we enter a backward step, the current candidate wnext is not feasible. Hence weknow that there is no suitable candidate for vnext at all. So we have come to a dead endin trying to map P [parent(vnext)] to T [f(parent(vnext))] .If vnext has a left sibling, we know by Corollary 3 that there is no suitable candidate forvnext to the right of f(left sibling(vnext)). Hence f(left sibling(vnext)) is not a suit-able candidate for left sibling(vnext). Consequently we dismiss this candidate, choosethe next eligible candidate for left sibling(vnext), and proceed with a new iteration of thealgorithm. If the candidate chosen for left sibling(vnext) is feasible, we turn to a forwardstep in this iteration. Otherwise there is no feasible candidate for left sibling(vnext),such that we carry out another backward step, and so on.If vnext has no left sibling, then there is no suitable candidate for vnext at all amongthe successors of f(parent(vnext)). This means that there is no inclusion map from thesubtree P [parent(vnext)] to the subtree T [f(parent(vnext))]. Hence f(parent(vnext)) isnot a suitable candidate for parent(vnext) and we dismiss it. Then we choose the nexteligible candidate for parent(vnext) and proceed with a new iteration of the algorithm.By mapping vnext to wnext in a forward step, we begin to construct an inclusion mapfrom P [vnext] to T [wnext]. This construction is called a phase of the algorithm for thematch (vnext; wnext). At the end of this phase we have either constructed an inclusion mapfrom P [vnext] or T [wnext] or ascertained that there is none.The state array. To store the results of the phases, we use an array state, whichis de�ned for the matches, i. e. for the pairs (v; w) 2 VP �VT with label(v) = label(w).Its �elds can have three values:state(v; w) = 8><>: nil; if the match (v; w) has not been considered yet;true; if P [v] can be completely mapped to T [w];false; if P [v] cannot be completely mapped to T [w] 9>=>; :Initially all �elds have the value nil. At the end of the phase for the match (vnext; wnext) wecan set state(vnext; wnext) either to true or to false. A phase for the match (vnext; wnext)can include phases for matches (vk; wl) where vk is successor of vnext and wl is successorof wnext. But, as it does not overlap with other phases, we can consider this phase as aclosed entity.One consequence of the use of the state array is that we have to distinguish withinthe forward step three cases, which depend on the value of state(v; w). If it has the valuenil, we consider the match (v; w) the �rst time. But if it has another value, we have14



already considered it previously. If it then has the value false, we know that P [v] cannotbe completely mapped to T [w]. Hence w is not a suitable candidate for v, and we candismiss it immediately by choosing another candidate for v. This avoids duplicate work.If state(v; w) has the value true, we already know that P [v] can be completely mappedto T [w]. Hence we do not have to map P [v] again to T [w], but can implicitly make use ofthe inclusion map constructed before. Again, this avoids duplicate work.The range array. Within a phase for the match (vnext; wnext) we may discover thatthere is no candidate for a child vk of vnext to the right of a node wl of T whose choicewould let us map P [vnext] completely to T [wnext]. Hence there is no suitable candidate forvk. This information restricts the mapping range of vk within this phase.To use this information, we store it in an array range that is de�ned for the nodesof P . First, the entries of this array all have the value nil, meaning that there is norestriction on the mapping range of the corresponding nodes (except the general conditionfor an inclusion map). If we get within a phase of the algorithm the information that thereis no suitable candidate for the node vk to the right of the node wl, we set the value ofrange(vk) to wl. At the end of this phase, we reset all entries of the range array for thechildren of vnext that have been set in this phase.We take the range array into account by checking in the start state of an iterationdescribed above not ony if the current candidate wnext is feasible, but also if it is withinthe range speci�ed by range(vnext). Thus we can avoid unnecessary work.In the description of our algorithm we assume, without loss of generality, that the rootw1 of the target tree T is a candidate for the root v1 of the pattern tree P . Hence we canstart the construction of the inclusion map by mapping v1 to w1 and choosing the nexteligible candidate for v2. Then we are in the start state of an iteration described above.4.3 PreprocessingIn the preprocessing part of the algorithm we compute some information on the patternand target tree that is used in the main part of the algorithm. In our description we assumethat for every node u of P and T , respectively, the values of parent(u), left sibling(u),right sibling(u) and rightmost child(u) are already known. If the trees are given byadjacency lists, for example, these values can obviously be computed in linear time.We start preprocessing by traversing both trees in preorder, storing the preorder num-bers of the nodes of the pattern and target tree in the arrays preP and preT , respectively.The target tree is also traversed in postorder in order to store in the array postT the pos-torder numbers of its nodes. This can be used to determine the relative position of twonodes in the tree.Fact 1 Let v and w be two nodes of a tree. Then(1) w is successor of v () pre(w) > pre(v) ^ post(w) < post(v);(2) w is to the right of v () pre(w) > pre(v) ^ post(w) > post(v).Proof.(1) \)" If w is successor of v, its preorder number is greater than that of v, and itspostorder number is smaller than that of v.15



\(" Since pre(w) > pre(v), w is either successor of or to the right of v. Sincepost(w) < post(v), w is either to the left of or successor of v.(2) Analogously. 2For each node w of the target tree T we compute the value of rightmost leaf(w).Since we haverightmost leaf(w) = ( w; if w is a leaf;rightmost leaf(rightmost child(w)); otherwise ) ;we can compute these values by traversing T in descending preorder.To implement the state array e�ciently, we proceed in the preprocessing as follows.First we traverse the pattern tree P in preorder, where we store for every node v withlabel s its preoder number in a list occurencesP (s). Then we traverse the target treeT in preorder to build analogous lists occurencesT . Here we maintain for every labels 2 �P a counter occurence number(s), which is initially zero for every s 2 �P . If wevisit a node w with label s during the traversal of T , we increase occurence number(s)by one, store its new value in label number(w), and add it to the list occurencesT (s).After the traversal of T we can de�ne for every node v 2 P an arraystate(v)()with exactly occurence number(label(v)) entries, which are initialized with the valuenil. During the main part of the algorithm we can access the state value of a match(v; w) via state(v; label number(w)):Since a traversal of a tree can be done in linear time, the initialization of the state arraytakes the time O(#matches).Furthermore, we compute the values of the array next during preprocessing. Sincewe have for all s 2 �P next(s; wm) = niland for all 1 � j < mnext(s; wj) = ( wj+1; if label(wj+1) = s;next(s; wj+1); otherwise ) ;this can be done in time O(j�P j � jT j) by traversing the nodes of T again in descendingpreorder.Altogether, the preprocessing part of the algorithm has a time complexity of O(j�P j �jT j+#matches).4.4 Main Part of the AlgorithmSince we have assumed that the root of the target tree is a candidate for the root of thepattern tree, i. e. label(v1) = label(w1), we can start the construction of the inclusionmap f by mapping v1 to w1. Next we consider the node v2 of P . The next eligible16



candidate for v2 is the node with the smallest preorder number that has the same label asv2, but is not the root of T . This node is obviously successor of f(parent(v2)) = f(v1).Hence we can set vnext := v2wnext := next(label(v2); w1)and proceed with the �rst iteration of the algorithm.4.4.1 The Start State of an Iteration of the AlgorithmIn the start state of an iteration of the algorithm we have already constructed a partialinclusion map for VP [next � 1], and are now considering the node vnext, for which wehave chosen the next eligible candidate wnext. Then we check whether wnext is successorof f(parent(vnext)), and whether it is within the range speci�ed by range(vnext). If itis not successor of f(parent(vnext)), it is not feasible. Hence by Corollaries 2 and 3,respectively we have that there is no feasible candidate at all. If wnext is out of the rangespeci�ed by range(vnext), it is not suitable. In both cases we proceed with a backwardstep; otherwise we proceed with a forward step.4.4.2 The Forward StepWhen we carry out a forward step, wnext is successor of f(parent(vnext)), hence a fea-sible candidate for vnext, and it is within the range speci�ed by range(vnext). This meansthat we can map vnext to wnext. Then we have to distinguish the following cases dependingon the value of state(vnext; wnext).(1) If state(vnext; wnext) = nil, we have not tried to map P [vnext] to T [wnext] yet. Conse-quently we map vnext to wnext now: f(vnext) := wnext:In choosing the next eligible candidate for vnext+1, we have to distinguish the followingcases.(1.a) If vnext has a child, the next node vnext+1 is the leftmost child of vnext, as shown inFigure 10. Then the next eligible candidate for vnext+1 must only have a greater preordernumber than f(vnext) (cf. Corollary 1.(a)). Hence, we setwnext := next(label(vnext+1); f(vnext));vnext := vnext+1in this case.Remark 1 (Subtree heuristics) Before beginning to construct an inclusion map fromP [vnext] to T [wnext] we could use some heuristics to check if this is possible at all. Tomap P [vnext] completely to T [wnext], T [wnext] has to be at least as large and has high asP [vnext], and it must have at least as many leaves as P [vnext]. If one of these conditionsis not ful�lled, P [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext]. Hence we could set thevalue of state(vnext; wnext) to false without actually trying to construct an inclusion map.17



ppppsparent(vnext)�� @@svnext���svnext+1����BBBB TTTTTTT ppppsf(parent(vnext))pppppppppswnext����������AAAAAAAAAA�������LLLLLLL6feasible candidates for vnext+1-
Figure 10: Forward step, Case (1.a), vnext has a child.The required size, height and number of leaves of the subtrees could be computed duringpreprocessing by traversing the trees in descending preorder in time O(jP j+ jT j).Furthermore, we could compile information on the occurrences of labels during prepro-cessing. Then we could check, for example, if all the labels that occur in P [vnext] also occurin T [wnext]. If not, P [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext]. Finally, we couldeven pay attention to the number of occurrences of the labels in the subtrees of P and T . 2ppppsparent(vnext)�� LLLLLLLsvnext+1����BBBBLL QQQsvnext ppppsf(parent(vnext))pppppppppswnext�����������������LLLLLLLsrightmost leaf(wnext)AAAAAAAAAALLLLLLL��	 feasible candidatesfor vnext+1-

Figure 11: Forward step, Case (1.b), vnext has no child, but a right sibling.(1.b) If vnext has no child, but a right sibling, then vnext is a leaf, as shown in Figure 11.Hence we can set state(vnext; wnext) := true:The next node vnext+1 is the right sibling of vnext, and the next eligible candidate forvnext+1 has to be to the right of f(vnext) (cf. Corollary 1.(b)). Consequently, we setwnext := next(label(vnext+1);rightmost leaf(f(vnext)));vnext := vnext+1 18
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JJJJsvnext svnext+1���AAA ppppsf(parent(vnext+1))pppppppppspppppppppswnext�����������������LLLLLLLsrightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vnext+1)))LLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAA��	 feasible candidatesfor vnext+1--Figure 12: Forward step, Case (1.c), vnext is a rightmost leaf.(1.c) If vnext is a rightmost leaf, we have mapped a subtree of P completely to a subtree ofT , as shown in Figure 12. To store this, we go up the path from vnext to its �rst ancestorwith a right sibling. Thereby we set for every node v on this pathstate(v; f(v)) := true;and, for each of its children u the range-value of which has been set, we reset the valueof range(u) to nil.If vnext has no ancestor with a right sibling, vnext is the rightmost leaf of the wholepattern tree. This means that we have mapped the pattern tree completely to the targettree. Hence we can �nish the algorithm.If vnext is not the rightmost leaf of the pattern tree, the next node vnext+1 is the rightsibling of the �rst ancestor of vnext with a right sibling, and the next eligible candidate forvnext has to be to the right of rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vnext+1))) (cf. Corollary1.(b)). Consequently, we setwnext := next(label(vnext+1);rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vnext+1))));vnext := vnext+1in this case.(2) If state(vnext; wnext) = false, we already know that P [vnext] cannot be completelymapped to T [wnext]. Hence wnext is not a suitable candidate for vnext, and we do notmap vnext to wnext, but immediately choose a new candidate for vnext. Since successors ofwnext with label label(vnext) are also not suitable candidates for vnext, the next eligiblecandidate for vnext has to be to the right of wnext (see Figure 13). Hence we setwnext := next(label(vnext);rightmost leaf(wnext))in this case (cf. Corollary 3.(a)). 19



ppppsparent(vnext)�� @@svnext����BBBB ppppsf(parent(vnext))pppppppppswnext�����������������LLLLLLLsrightmost leaf(wnext)AAAAAAAAAALLLLLLL��	location of thenew candidatesfor vnext-falseFigure 13: Forward step, Case (2), state(vnext; wnext) = false.
ppppsparent2(vnext)�������sparent(vnext) svnext��� AAA @@@ sright sibling(parent(vnext))��� AAA ppppsf(parent2(vnext))p p p p p p p p p p p p p p psf(parent(vnext))s w����� AAAAApppppppppppps wnext��� AAA @@@@@@@@@ 6no suitable candidatefor right sibling(parent(vnext)))

-truefalseFigure 14: A match (vnext; wnext) with state(vnext; wnext) = false isconsidered again.
20



Remark 2 Note that this case can actually occur. In the situation shown in Figure14, state(vnext; wnext) has been set to false. Nevertheless, it has been possible tomap P [parent(vnext)] completely to T [f(parent(vnext))] afterwards with another map-ping of vnext. Hence state(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) has been set to true. Butnow it is impossible to map right sibling(parent(vnext)). Hence the algorithm dis-misses the match (parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) and seeks for another candidate wfor parent(vnext) among the successors of f(parent(vnext)) (cf. Case (1) of the back-ward step). If it �nds one, and if this is also ancestor of wnext, it may happen that thealgorithm considers the match (vnext; wnext) again. 2(3) If state(vnext; wnext) = true, we have already mapped P [vnext] completely to T [wnext].Nevertheless, we again map vnext to wnext:f(vnext) := wnext:But we do not have to map the entire subtree T [vnext] again; instead we can implicitlymake use of the inclusion map from P [vnext] to T [wnext] constructed before. Consequentlythe constructed inclusion map f from P to T may be incomplete. Hence we have to re-construct the missing parts after (successfully) �nishing the algorithm. Nevertheless, wecan immediately go to the next node of P that is not successor of vnext. Thereby we haveto distinguish two cases depending on its position.ppppsparent(vnext)�� LLLLLLLsright sibling(vnext)����BBBBLL QQQsvnext����BBBB ppppsf(parent(vnext))pppppppppswnext�����������������LLLLLLLsrightmost leaf(wnext)AAAAAAAAAALLLLLLL��	 feasible candidates forright sibling(vnext)-
Figure 15: Forward step, Case (3.a), vnext has a right sibling.(3.a) If vnext has a right sibling, as shown in Figure 15, we consider this right sibling next.The next eligible candidate for it must be to the right of wnext (cf. Corollary 1.(a)). Hencewe set wnext := next(label(right sibling(vnext));rightmost leaf(wnext));vnext := right sibling(vnext)in this case.Remark 3 Note that this situation can actually occur. In Figure 16 vnext had been mapped�rst to wold, but with this choice it was not possible to map right sibling(vnext). Subse-quently another feasible candidate wnext for vnext was found in a backward step, so that vnext21
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s leftmost child(vnext)��� AAA @@@ sright sibling(vnext)��� AAA ppppsf(parent(vnext))ppppppswoldp p p p p p p p pswnext @@@p p p p p p p p ps w��� AAA TTTTTTT 6here may be a nodewith labellabel(right sibling(vnext))
--Figure 16: The inclusion map of a subtree can be taken over completely.was mapped to it in the following forward step. But the subtree T [w], on which the subtreeP [leftmost child(vnext)] has been mapped previously, is not only subtree of T [wold], butalso subtree of T [wnext]. Hence the inclusion map from P [leftmost child(vnext)] to T [w]can be taken over completely. However, note that there may be new possibilities to mapright sibling(vnext) through the change from wold to wnext. 2ppppsparent(vk)



@@@svk������� TTTTTTT��� svnextsrightmost leaf(vnext)sright sibling(vk)���AAA ppppsf(parent(vk))pppppppppsf(vk) pppppppppswnext�����������������LLLLLLLsrightmost leaf(f(vk))LLLLLLLAAAAAAAAAA��	 feasible candidates forright sibling(vk)--Figure 17: Forward step, Case (3.b), vnext has no right sibling.(3.b) In the case when vnext has no right sibling, as shown in Figure 17, we have mapped asubtree of P completely to a subtree of T . In this case, the values of state of the nodes onthe path from vnext to vk, its �rst ancestor with a right sibling, have already been correctlyset. Hence we consider the right sibling of vk (note that this is the node which succeedsrightmost leaf(vnext) in preorder) next. The next eligible candidate for it has to be tothe right of f(vk) (cf. Corollary 1.(b)). Hence, we setvnext := vpre(rightmost leaf(vnext))+1;wnext := next(label(vnext);rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vnext))))22



in this case.In every case of the forward step, we go with the new match (vnext; wnext) to a newiteration of the algorithm. Note that the candidate wnext chosen in the forward step isalways the next eligible candidate for vnext.4.4.3 The Backward Stepsv1pppppppppsparent(vnext)
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---Figure 18: The start situation of a backward step.When we carry out a backward step, wnext is either not successor of f(parent(vnext)) orit is out of the range speci�ed by range(vnext). In the �rst case wnext is not feasible and inthe second case it is not suitable, as shown in Figure 18. In either case we know that thereis no suitable candidate for vnext , so that f(parent(vnext)) or f(left sibling(vnext)),if vnext has a left sibling, are not suitable either. Depending on whether vnext has a leftsibling, we have to distinguish two cases in the backward step.ppppsparent(vnext)
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 JJJJJppppppppppppppps f(left sibling(vnext))���AAA� no suitablecandidate for vnext--Figure 19: Backward step, Case (1), vnext has a left sibling.(1) If vnext has a left sibling, as shown in Figure 19, there is no candidate for vnext to theright of f(left sibling(vnext)), the choice of which enables us to map P [parent(vnext)]23



completely to T [f(parent(vnext))].Lemma 2 Let wnext be no suitable candidate for vnext and let vnext have a left sibling.Then there is no suitable candidate for vnext to the right of f(left sibling(vnext)).Proof. We inductively distinguish two cases.� If we have entered the backward step, because wnext is not successor off(parent(vnext)), then there is no suitable candidate for vnext to the right off(left sibling(vnext)), because wnext is the next eligible candidate for vnext.� If we have entered the backward step, because wnext is to the right of range(vnext),then there is no suitable candidate for vnext to the right of range(vnext) due to theinduction hypothesis. As wnext is the next eligible candidate for vnext, there is no suit-able candidate for vnext, neither between f(left sibling(vnext)) and range(vnext)nor among the successors of range(vnext). 2From this lemma we can conclude that P [parent(vnext)] cannot be completely mappedto T [f(parent(vnext))], if left sibling(vnext) is mapped to f(left sibling(vnext)) or toa node that is to the right of f(left sibling(vnext)).Corollary 4 Let wnext be no suitable candidate for vnext, and let vnext have a leftsibling. Then neither f(left sibling(vnext)) nor a node that is to the right off(left sibling(vnext)) is a suitable candidate for left sibling(vnext). 2Hence we have restricted the mapping range of vnext and left sibling(vnext). For bothnodes there is no suitable candidate to the right of f(left sibling(vnext)). Consequentlywe set range(vnext) := f(left sibling(vnext))and range(left sibling(vnext)) := f(left sibling(vnext)):Note that the value of range(left sibling(vnext)) doesnot exclude that left sibling(vnext) is mapped to f(left sibling(vnext)) again. Butthe following lemma shows that the algorithm does not do this again.Lemma 3 Let wnext be no suitable candidate for vnext and let vnext have a leftsibling. Then the algorithm does not again try to map P [left sibling(vnext)] toT [f(left sibling(vnext))] in the phase for the match (parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext)))after it has set range(left sibling(vnext)) to f(left sibling(vnext)).Proof. After the algorithm has set range(left sibling(vnext))to f(left sibling(vnext)), it chooses a new candidate wk for left sibling(vnext), thepreorder number of which is greater than that of f(left sibling(vnext)), i. e. wk is eithersuccessor of f(left sibling(vnext)) or it is to the right of it.If the new candidate wk is not successor of f(left sibling(vnext)), the al-gorithm directly returns to the backward step. If left sibling(vnext) has aleft sibling, it sets there range(left sibling(vnext)) to f(left sibling2(vnext)).Since f(left sibling(vnext)) is to the left of this new value, the algorithm doesnot again try to map P [left sibling(vnext)] to T [f(left sibling(vnext))]. Ifleft sibling(vnext) has no left sibling, then the algorithm �nishes the phase for the match24



(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) immediately.If the new candidate wk is successor of f(left sibling(vnext)), the algorithm beginswith the construction of an inclusion map from P [left sibling(vnext)] to T [wk]. It re-turns afterwards to the node left sibling(vnext) only if this new candidate wk has beenproven to be not suitable. There can be two reasons for this.The �rst reason is that P [left sibling(vnext)] cannot be completely mapped to T [wk].Then the algorithm again chooses a new candidate fwk whose preorder number is greaterthan that of wk and hence greater than that of f(left sibling(vnext)). That is, fwk iseither successor if f(left sibling(vnext)) or it is to the right of it.The other reason is that it comes again to a dead end in mapping vnext. Then itsets the value of range(left sibling(vnext)) to wk and chooses a new candidate fwk forleft sibling(vnext). This new candidate has a greater preorder number than wk andhence than f(left sibling(vnext)).Now we have by induction that any new candidate chosen for left sibling(vnext) inthe remainder of the phase for the match (parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) has a greaterpreorder number than f(left sibling(vnext)). 2ppppsparent(vnext)�����������s left sibling2(vnext)���AAA s left sibling(vnext)���AAA@@@s vnext���AAA ppppsf(parent(vnext))��������ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppps���AAA ����BBBBpppppppppppppppppppppppppppppps f(left sibling(vnext))



JJJJ6desired range for a newcandidate for left sibling(vnext)BBBB @@@@--Figure 20: The desired range for left sibling(vnext).However,to check if P [parent(vnext)] can be completely mapped to T [f(parent(vnext))], i. e. iff(parent(vnext)) is a suitable candidate for parent(vnext), we must still consider othercandidates for the left sibling of vnext. Thereby only those candidates are in question whichare successors of its current image f(left sibling(vnext)). Candidates which are to theleft of this current image or ancestors of it are either not feasible or not suitable (notethat we have always chosen the next elegible candidate). Furthermore, candidates whichare to the right of this image are either not feasible or they are excluded by the corollaryabove (see Figure 20). Hence we setvnext := left sibling(vnext)wnext := next(label(vnext); f(vnext))25
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BBBB � no candidatefor vnextFigure 21: wnext is not de�ned.Remark 4 (Global range values) A special case occurs if wnext is not de�ned. Thenthere is no node with label label(vnext) at all to the right of f(left sibling(vnext)), asshown in Figure 21. This means that it does not make sense to look later for a newcandidate for parent(vnext) to the right of f(left sibling(vnext)) because there is noopportunity to map vnext there. This can be taken into account by maintaining globalrange values in an array global range beside the local ones. In the situation describedin the beginning one could setglobal range(parent(vnext)) := f(left sibling(vnext)):Contrary to the values of range, the values of global range subsist beyond the currentphase.If the phase for the match state(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) is �nished, theglobal range information could be transferred to the parent of parent(vnext) by settingglobal range(parent2(vnext)) := f(left sibling(vnext));because if there is no suitable candidate for parent(vnext) to the right off(left sibling(vnext)), then there is also no a suitable candidate for parent2(vnext) there.If state(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) has been set to false, the global rangeinformation can then be used by not looking to the right of f(parent(vnext)) for a newcandidate for parent(vnext), but by immediately choosing a new candidate for the leftsibling of parent(vnext), and so on. 2(2) If vnext has no left sibling, there is no suitable candidate for vnext in the whole subtreeT [f(parent(vnext))], as shown in Figure 22. Hence P [parent(vnext)] cannot be completelymapped to T [f(parent(vnext))]. 26



ppppsparent(vnext)���svnext���AAA SSSSS ppppsf(parent(vnext))�����SSSSS� no suitablecandidate for vnext-Figure 22: Backward step, Case (2), vnext has no left sibling.Lemma 4 Let wnext be no suitable candidate for vnext, and let vnext have no left sibling.Then P [parent(vnext)] cannot be completely mapped to T [f(parent(vnext))].Proof. We inductively distinguish two cases.� If we have entered the backward step, because wnext is not successor off(parent(vnext)), then there is no suitable candidate for vnext in the whole sub-tree T [f(parent(vnext))], because wnext is the next eligible candidate for vnext.� If we have enterd the backward step, because wnext is to the right of range(vnext),then Corollary 4 implies that there is no suitable candidate for vnext to the right ofrange(vnext), and range(vnext) itself is also not a suitable candidate. Since wnextis the next eligible candidate for vnext, there is a suitable candidate for vnext neitherto the left of range(vnext) nor among the successors of range(vnext). 2Therefore we set state(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext)) := false:If parent(vnext) is the root of P , we have found that the pattern tree P cannot be com-pletely mapped to the target tree T . Hence we can �nish the algorithm. Otherwise wereset the range-values of the children of parent(vnext) which have been set to nil. Thenwe go to the next eligible candidate for parent(vnext). Since f(parent(vnext)) and succes-sors of it with label label(parent(vnext)) are not suitable candidates for parent(vnext),the next eligible candidate has to be to the right of f(parent(vnext)). Hence, we setvnext := parent(vnext);wnext := next(label(vnext);rightmost leaf(f(vnext)))in this case.When we leave the backward step, we have dismissed a mapping of a node of thepattern tree to a node of the target tree, and chosen a new candidate wnext for this node ofP { either for parent(vnext) or for left sibling(vnext). Note further that the candidatewnext chosen in the backward step is always the next eligible candidate for vnext.4.5 The Interaction of Forward and Backward StepsIn this subsection we illustrate the interaction of forward and backward steps. We startin Case (1) of the backward step: there is no suitable candidate for vnext, but it has a27



left sibling. This means that the node wprevious, to which left sibling(vnext) is mappedcurrently, is not suitable either. Hence the algorithm setsrange(vnext) := wpreviousand range(left sibling(vnext)) := wprevious:Then it goes back to the left sibling of vnextvnext := left sibling(vnext)and chooses a new candidate for it:wnext := next(label(vnext); wprevious):Now we have to distinguish two cases depending on the position of wnext.ppppsparent(vnext)


 svnext����BBBB @@@@@ s right sibling(vnext)����BBBB ppppsf(parent(vnext))ppppppppp�� @@s wpreviouspppppppppswnext����BBBB��������AAAAAAAA-
Figure 23: Interaction, Case (1), wnext is successor wprevious.(1) If wnext is successor of wprevious, it is also successor of f(parent(vnext)) and within therange speci�ed by range(vnext). Hence it is within the desired mapping range for vnext,as shown in Figure 23, and may be a suitable candidate. Consequently a forward step iscarried out in this iteration of the algorithm. This means that the algorithm begins withthe construction of an inclusion map from P [vnext] to T [wnext]. We distinguish two casesdepending on the success of this construction.(1.a) If P [vnext] can be completely mapped to T [wnext], the algorithm eventually setsstate(vnext; wnext) := trueand proceeds with considering the right sibling of vnext. If the algorithm now �nds a suit-able candidate for right sibling(vnext), it proceeds with a forward step, and so on.But if the algorithm does again not �nd a suitable candidate for right sibling(vnext),it proceeds with another backward step, where it setsrange(right sibling(vnext)) := wnext28
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 s vnext����BBBB HHHHH sright sibling(vnext)����BBBB ppppsf(parent(vnext))ppppppppp�� @@s wpreviouspppppppppswnext����BBBB�������� BBBB AAAAAAAA � no suitable candidateforright sibling(vnext)--Figure 24: Backward step, Case (1.a), wnext is successor of wprevious andP [vnext] can be completely mapped to T [wnext], but there is no suitablecandidate for right sibling(vnext).and range(vnext) := wnext:Then it chooses the next eligible candidate gwnext for vnext:gwnext := next(label(vnext); wnext):Now the algorithm is in a situation that is similar to the situation we started with: itseeks for a new candidate for vnext among the successors of wnext (see Figure 24). Notethat the new values of range(right sibling(vnext)) and range(vnext) are re�nements ofthe old ones, hence the mapping range that was excluded previously remains excluded.ppppsparent(vnext)
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Figure 25: The situation of the label heuristicsRemark 5 (Label heuristics) In the situation just described, we can avoid superuouswork by checking whether there is a node with label label(right sibling(vnext)) in the29



new mapping range for right sibling(vnext) at all, before we begin with the constructionof an inclusion map from P [vnext] to T [wnext] (see Figure 25). The next eligible candidatefor right sibling(vnext) would have to be to the right of rightmost leaf(wnext). Hencewe could check whether next(label(right sibling(vnext));rightmost leaf(wnext)) issuccessor of wprevious. If this is not the case, it would make no sense to map P [vnext] toT [wnext], but we could immediately go to the next eligible candidate gwnext for vnext.However, this heuristics may result in additional work. For example, from the fact thatP [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext], we can conclude that all successors ofwnext with label label(vnext) are not suitable candidates for vnext either (cf. Case (1.b)).But if we use the label heuristics, it may happen that the test of the heuristics is negativefor vnext and all of its successors. This means that we have to consider all of these nodesbefore we �nd that P [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext].A weaker form of this heuristics consists of checking whether there is a node with labellabel(right sibling(vnext)) among the successors of wprevious at all, before we choosea new candidate for vnext in Case (1) of the backward step. To do so, we could checkwhether next(label(right sibling(vnext)); wprevious) is successor of wprevious. If this isnot the case, then it is useless to look for a new candidate for vnext among the successorsof wprevious, since there is no suitable one. Instead we could immediately go back to theleft sibling of vnext. 2ppppsparent(vnext)


 s vnext����BBBB HHHHH sright sibling(vnext)����BBBB ppppsf(parent(vnext))ppppppppp�� @@s wpreviouspppppppppswnext����BBBB�������� srightmost leaf(wnext)BBBB AAAAAAAA � new candidatesfor vnext-falseFigure 26: Interaction, Case (1.b), wnext is successor of wprevious,but P [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext].(1.b) If P [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext], the algorithm eventually setsstate(vnext; wnext) := false;and goes to the next eligible candidate gwnext for vnext. Since this cannot be successor ofwnext, the algorithm setsgwnext := next(label(vnext);rightmost leaf(wnext))(cf. Case (2) of the backward step and Figure 26). Now we have to distinguish two casesdepending on the position of gwnext. 30



(1.b.i) If the new candidate gwnext is to the right of wprevious, then there is no node withlabel label(vnext) to the right of rightmost leaf(wnext) which is successor of wprevious.Hence there is no suitable candidate for vnext among the successors of wprevious at all. Nowthe algorithm is in a situation that is similar to that discussed below in Case (2): it carriesout a backward step in which it �rst checks whether vnext has a left sibling or not.ppppsparent(vnext)��������s vnext����BBBB TTTTTTT ppppsf(parent(vnext))ppppppppp�� @@swpreviousppppppppps wnext��������AAAAAAAA6no suitablecandidate for vnext
-falseFigure 27: Interaction, Case (1.b.i), wnext is successor of wprevious,P [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext], the new candidate gwnextis to the right of wprevious, and vnext has no left sibling.If vnext has no left sibling, P [parent(vnext)] cannot be completely mapped toT [f(parent(vnext))] (see Figure 27). Hence the algorithm setsstate(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) := false;and goes to the next eligible candidate for parent(vnext).If vnext has a left sibling, the algorithm setsrange(vnext) := f(left sibling(vnext))and range(left sibling(vnext)) := f(left sibling(vnext)):Then it chooses the next eligible candidate for left sibling(vnext) (see Figure 28). Notethat the new value of range(vnext) is to the left of the old one.(1.b.ii) If the new candidate gwnext is successor wprevious, it may be a suitable candidate forvnext (see Figure 29). Now the algorithm is in a situation that is similar to the situation westarted with in Case (1): it tries to construct an inclusion map from P [vnext] to T [ gwnext],and so on. Eventually it is either able to map P [vnext] completely or it �nds out thatf(left sibling(vnext)) is not a suitable candidate; hence the algorithm again carries outa backward step to look for a new candidate for left sibling(vnext).31
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--falseFigure 28: Interaction, Case (1.b.i), wnext is successor of wprevious,P [vnext] cannot be completely mapped to T [wnext], the new candidate gwnextis to the right of wprevious, but vnext has a left sibling.
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Figure 30: Interaction, Case (2), wnext is to the right of wprevious.(2) If wnext is to the right of wprevious, i. e. out of the desired mapping range for vnext, thenthere is no suitable candidate for vnext within the desired location, as shown in Figure30. Since range(vnext) has the value wprevious, in the next iteration of the algorithm abackward step is carried out again. There the algorithm �rst checks whether vnext has aleft sibling or not. ppppsparent(vnext)�������svnext����BBBB SSSSS ppppsf(parent(vnext))ppppppppp�� @@s wprevious
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Figure 31: Interaction, Case (2.a), wnext is to the right of wprevious andvnext has no left sibling.(2.a) If vnext has no left sibling, P [parent(vnext)] cannot be completely mapped toT [f(parent(vnext))], i. e. f(parent(vnext)) is not a suitable candidate (see Figure 31).Therefore the algorithm setsstate(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) := false;and goes to the next eligible candidate for parent(vnext).(2.b) If vnext has a left sibling, the algorithm setsrange(vnext) := f(left sibling(vnext))33
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 JJ JJ HHHp p p p p p p p psf(left sibling(vnext)) ����BBBB ppppppppp s wprevious����BBBB6no suitablecandidate for vnext--Figure 32: Interaction, Case (2.b), wnext is to the right of wprevious,but vnext has a left sibling.and range(left sibling(vnext)) := f(left sibling(vnext)):Then it chooses a new candidate for left sibling(vnext) (see Figure 32). Note that thenew value of range(vnext) is to the left of the old one.This completes our illustration of the interaction between forward and backward steps.5 Implementation of the AlgorithmIn this section we sketch an implementation of our algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion forsolving the ordered tree inclusion problem.In Figure 33 the main part of the algorithm is given in pseudo-code fashion. Againwe assume that the input to the algorithm consists two ordered labeled trees, the pat-tern tree P = (VP ; EP ) and the target tree T = (VT ; ET), where VP = fv1; : : : ; vng,VT = fw1; : : : ; wmg, and n � m. In our description we assume that the subscripts of thenodes correspond to their preorder numbers.First, in line (1), some preprocessing is carried out as described in Subsection (4.3).We omit the details here. In line (2) the root of P is mapped to the root of T . Thenthe leftmost child of the root of P is considered, and the next eligible candidate for it ischosen in line (3). Now the algorithm is in the start state of the �rst iteration. In thefollowing we use two binary variables, ready and success, to indicate whether the algorithmhas �nished work and whether the construction of an inclusion map has been successful,respectively. Theses variables are initialized in line (4). The following while-loop in line(5) corresponds to the iterations of the algorithm. In the if-statement in line (6) it ischecked whether a forward or a backward step has to be carried out. The correspondingprocedures, ForwardStep and BackwardStep, are described below. Finally, in line (7) theresult of the algorithm is given out. If the algorithm has been successful, the constructedinclusion map is given out. Otherwise the algorithm just prints a message that there is noinclusion map. 34



program OrderedTreeInclusionbegin(1) Preprocessing;(2) f(v1) := w1;(3) vnext := v2;wnext := next(label(v2); w1);(4) ready := false;success := false;(5) while not ready do(6) if wnext is not successor of parent(vnext)or [(range(vnext) 6= nil and wnext is to the right of range(vnext)]thenBackwardStepelseForwardStep�od;(7) if success thenoutput felseoutput \no inclusion map"�end Figure 33: The main part of the algorithm.
35



procedure ForwardStepbegin(1) if state(vnext; wnext) = nil thenf(vnext) := wnext;(1.a) if leftmost child(vnext) 6= nil thenwnext := next(label(vnext+1); f(vnext));vnext := vnext+1(1.b) elsif right sibling(vnext) 6= nil thenstate(vnext; wnext) := true;wnext := next(label(vnext+1);rightmost leaf(f(vnext)));vnext := vnext+1(1.c) elsevk := vnext;while right sibling(vk) = nil and vk 6= root(P ) dostate(vk; f(vk)) := true;for each child u of vk whose range-value has been set dorange(u) := nilod;vk := parent(vk)od;state(vk; f(vk)) := true;for each child u of vk whose range-value has been set dorange(u) := nilod;if vk = root(P ) thenready := true;success := trueelsewnext := next(label(vnext+1);rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vnext))));vnext := vnext+1��(2) elsif state(vnext; wnext) = false thenwnext := next(label(vnext);rightmost leaf(wnext))(3) elsif state(vnext; wnext) = true thenf(vnext) := wnext;(3.a) if right sibling(vnext) 6= nil thenwnext := next(label(right sibling(vnext));rightmost leaf(wnext));vnext := right sibling(vnext)(3.b) elsevnext := vpre(rightmost leaf(vnext))+1;wnext := next(label(vnext);rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vnext))))��end Figure 34: The forward step of the algorithm.36



procedure BackwardStepbegin(1) if left sibling(vnext) 6= nil thenrange(vnext) := f(left sibling(vnext));range(left sibling(vnext)) := f(left sibling(vnext));vnext := left sibling(vnext);wnext := next(label(vnext; f(vnext)))(2) elsestate(parent(vnext); f(parent(vnext))) := false;if parent(vnext) = root(P ) thenready := true;success := falseelsefor each child u of parent(vnext)whose range-value has been set dorange(u) := nilod;vnext := parent(vnext);wnext := next(label(vnext;rightmost leaf(f(vnext))))��end Figure 35: The backward step of the algorithm.In Figure 34 a procedure that implements the forward step of the algorithm is given.There the numbering of the statements corresponds to the cases of the forward step asdiscussed in Subsection (4.4.2). Finally, in Figure 35, a procedure that implements thebackward step of the algorithm is given. The numbering of the statements correspondsto the cases of the backward step, as discussed in Subsection (4.4.3). We omit a detaileddescription of these procedures here.6 Analysis of the AlgorithmIn this section we prove the correctness of our algorithm and consider its complexity.6.1 CorrectnessIn this subsection we show the correctness of the algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion. Firstwe prove that an inclusion map constructed by the algorithm satis�es the conditions ofordered tree inclusion. The next two facts show that the nodes of the pattern tree P areonly mapped to feasible candidates of the target tree T .Fact 2 In the algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion the current candidate wnext of the targettree T is always the next eligible candidate for the node vnext of the pattern tree P underconsideration.Proof. Immediately from the discussion of the forward and the backward step. 237



Fact 3 If a node vnext of the pattern tree P is mapped to a candidate wnext of the targettree T in the algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion, wnext is a feasible candidate for vnext.Proof. Since wnext is the next eligible candidate for vnext, its preorder number is greaterthan that of f(parent(vnext)) or that of rightmost leaf(f(left sibling(vnext))), ifvnext has a left sibling. Since a forward step is only carried out if wnext is successor off(parent(vnext)), vnext is only mapped to wnext, if wnext is feasible. 2These facts imply that the algorithm constructs only inclusion maps that satisfy theconditions of ordered tree inclusion.Corollary 5 If the value of state(v; w) for a match (v; w) is set to true in the algorithmOrderedTreeInclusion, the algorithm has constructed an inclusion map from P [v] to T [w]that satis�es the conditions of ordered tree inclusion. 2Hence the algorithm has constructed an inclusion map from the pattern tree P to thetarget tree T that satis�es the conditions of ordered tree inclusion, if it sets the value ofstate(v1; w1) to true.Now we show that there is actually no inclusion map if the algorithm does not �ndone.Fact 4 If the value of state(v; w) for a match (v; w) is set to false in the algorithmOrderedTreeInclusion, there is no inclusion map from P [v] to T [w] that satis�es the con-ditions of ordered tree inclusion.Proof. Since the value of state(v; w) can be set to false only in Case (2) of the back-ward step, the assertion immediately follows from Lemma 4. 2Hence there is no inclusion map from the pattern tree P to the target tree T that satis-�es the conditions of ordered tree inclusion if the algorithm sets the value of state(v1; w1)to false.Now the correctness of the algorithm follows immediately.Theorem 1 The algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion is correct. 26.2 ComplexityNow we analyze the time complexity of the algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion. This is com-posed of the time complexity of preprocessing and the time spent in the forward andbackward steps of the main part.A forward step can be carried out in constant time, with the exception of going up thepath in Case (1.c) of Subsection (4.3.2). During going up the path the value of state(v; w)for a match (v; w) is set from nil to true in every step. Since the value of state(v; w)is not changed afterwards, the total time spent in all forward steps for going up the pathis at most O(#matches). Furthermore the value of state(v; w) for a match (v; w) is alsonot changed after it has been set from nil to false.Next we prove an upper bound for the number of forward steps carried out per match.38



Lemma 5 A match (vk; wl) is considered in at mostjfw j w is on the path from wl to root(T ) ^ label(w) = label(parent(vk))gjforward steps.Proof. The match (vk; wl) can only be considered if parent(vk) has been mapped to anancestor of wl, i. e. a node that is on the path from wl to root(T ) and that has the labellabel(parent(vk)). It remains to show that the match (vk; wl) is considered only onceper such a mapping of parent(vk) in a forward step.Let w�rst be the �rst ancestor of wl, such that parent(vk) is mapped to wl and there-after the algorithm considers the match (vk; wl) the �rst time. At that time the value ofstate(vl; wk) is nil. After mapping vk to wl the algorithm tries to construct an inclu-sion map from P [vk ] to T [wl]. In doing so the algorithm considers only nodes which aresuccessors of vk and wl, respectively, until the state of (vk; wl) is set either to true or tofalse.If state(vk; wl) is set to true, there may be carried out some backward steps in theremainder of the phase for the match (parent(vk); w�rst). This does not concern thematch (vk; wl) unless in one of these backward steps another candidate for vk is sought.Then the match (vk; wl) is dismissed, range(vk) is set to wl, and the algorithm looks foranother candidate for vk among the successors of wl (cf. Case (1) of the backward step).According to Lemma 3, the algorithm does not consider the match (vk; wl) in this phaseagain. sparent(vk)��������s left sibling(vk)����BBBB @@@ svk����BBBB swfirstp p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p psf(left sibling(vk))����BBBB ppppppppppppswl����BBBBp p p p p p p p p sfwl����BBBB- --Figure 36: state(vk; wl) = false.If state(vk; wl) is set to false, the algorithm seeks for another candidate fwl for vk tothe right of wl, as shown in Figure 36. If fwl is also dismissed afterwards, the algorithmagain seeks for another candidate for vk . If state(vk;fwl) = true holds, it searches amongthe successors of fwl, and if state(vk;fwl) = false holds, it searches among the nodes thatare to the right of fwl. In neither case can the match (vk; wl) be considered again.If eventually no more candidates for vk are found, the algorithm goes back to the leftsibling of vk and looks for another candidate for this node. But previously range(vk) hasbeem set to f(left sibling(vk)). Hence the match (vk; wl) cannot be considered in this39



phase again. If vk has no left sibling, the current phase is �nished immediately.At the end of the phase for the match (parent(vk); w�rst) the algorithm setsstate(parent(vk); w�rst) either to true or to false. Subsequently it may happen thatthe match (parent(vk); w�rst) is considered again. If state(parent(vk); w�rst) = trueholds, the whole inclusion map from P [parent(vk)] to T [w�rst] is taken over immediately.If, on the other hand, state(parent(vk); w�rst) = false holds, the algorithm immedi-ately looks for a new candidate for parent(vk) to the right of w�rst. In both cases thematch (vk; wl) is not considered again.Thus we have shown that the algorithm considers the match (vk; wl) in all phases forthe match (parent(vk); w�rst) together in only one forward step.ppppsparent(vk) svk����BBBB
s root(T )pppppps woldpppppps wnewppppppppps wl����BBBB--Figure 37: The location of wold and wnew.Now, let wold be a previous image of parent(vk), wnew the current image ofparent(vk), and let wold and wnew both be on the path from wl to root(T ), as shownin Figure 37. Note that this situation can only occur if the state(parent(vk); wold) hasbeen set to true.If the algorithm considers the match (vk; wl) in the phase for the match(parent(vk); wnew) again, we have to distinguish two cases depending on the value ofstate(vk; wl).If state(vk; wl) = true holds, the algorithm immediately makes use of the whole in-clusion map from P [vk ] to T [wl] and proceeds with considering the right sibling of vk , if itexists. By an argumentation similar to that for w�rst we have that the algorithm does notconsider the match (vk; wl) in this phase again, even if some backward steps are carriedout in the remainder of this phase.If state(vk; wl) = false holds, the algorithm immediately looks for another candidatefor vk to the right of wl. Analogously to the argumentation for w�rst above, the algorithmdoes not consider the match (vk; wl) in this phase again.If the match (parent(vk); wnew) is considered again, the algorithm does not considerthe match (vk; wl) in the corresponding phase, because state(parent(vk); wnew) has then40



been set either to true or to false.Thus we have shown that the algorithm considers the match (vk; wl) in all phases forthe match (parent(vk); wnew) together only once. This completes the proof. 2jfw j w is on the path from wl toroot(T ) ^ label(w) = label(parent(vk))gj isbounded by depth(T ). Note that this bound is generally not very tight. Neverthe-less, we can now give an upper bound for the number of forward steps in the algorithmOrderedTreeInclusion.Corollary 6 In the algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion at most O(#matches � depth(T))forward steps are carried out. 2Note that there may be some matches which the algorithm will never consider. As thealgorithm considers the nodes in ascending preorder, a match (v; w) can only be considered,if the depth of w is at least as large as the depth of v, and if the number of nodes whichare to the left of w is at least as large as the number of nodes which are to the left of v.However, the number of forward steps is also an upper bound for the total number ofsingle mappings of nodes of the pattern tree to nodes of the target tree in the algorithmOrderedTreeInclusion. Hence we also have an upper bound for the number of backwardsteps, since in every backward step one mapping of a node of the pattern tree to a nodeof the target tree is dismissed.Corollary 7 In the algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion at most O(#matches � depth(T))backward steps are carried out. 2Furthermore, a backward step can be carried out in constant time.Since the space complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the state and the nextarrays, we have the following results for the complexity of the algorithm OrderedTreeIn-clusion.Theorem 2 The algorithm OrderedTreeInclusion has a running time ofO(j�P j � jT j+#matches � depth(T ));where �P is the alphabet of the labels of the pattern tree, and a space complexity ofO(j�P j � jT j+#matches): 27 The Computation of All Inclusion MapsOur algorithm computes only one inclusion map f0 from the pattern tree P to the targettree T . This map is in the following sense the �rst one: the root of the pattern treeis mapped to the root of the target tree, the node v2 of the pattern tree is mapped tothe in preorder �rst suitable candidate wr for it which is not the root, the node v3 ofthe pattern tree is mapped to the �rst suitable candidate for it with a preorder numbergreater than that of wr, and so on. Note that it may be possible that there is a suitablecandidate for a node vs of the pattern tree with an preoder number lower than that of41



f0(vs). For example, assume that left sibling(vs) can be mapped to a successor off0(left sibling(vs)) as well, i. e. the subtree P [left sibling(vs)] can be mapped toa proper subtree of T [f0(left sibling(vs))]. Then it may be possible to map also thesubtree P [vs] to a subtree of T [f0(left sibling(vs))] such that the node vs is mapped toa node with a preorder number lower than that of f0(vs).Nevertheless, we can enumerate all inclusion maps from the pattern tree to the targettree as follows. Having constructed the inclusion map f0, we dismiss the mapping of thelast node vn of the pattern tree, and map vn to the next suitable candidate for it (ifany). Thus we have constructed the \next" inclusion map f1. Now we again dismiss themapping of vn and look for next eligible candidate for it. This process is iterated until nomore suitable candidate for vn is found. Then we have enumerated all inclusion maps inwhich the nodes v1 to vn�1 of the pattern tree are mapped to the nodes f0(v1) to f0(vn�1)of the target tree. Now we dismiss the mapping of the node vn�1 and look for the nexteligible candidate for it. If there is any suitable candidate wj , we complete the inclusionmap. Now we enumerate all inclusion maps in which the nodes v1 to vn�2 are mappedto the nodes f0(v1) to f0(vn�2) and vn�1 is mapped to wj as describe above. Afterwardswe dismiss the mapping of vn�1 to wj and look for the next eligible candidate for vn�1.Eventually we have enumerated all inclusion maps in which the nodes v1 to vn�2 of thepattern tree are mapped to the nodes f0(v1) to f0(vn�1) of the target tree. This processis iterated until all inclusion maps from the pattern tree to the target tree have beenenumerated. Note that we can use the same state array during the whole enumeration.This could avoid much duplicate work.8 Conclusion and Further WorkWe have presented a new algorithm for the ordered tree inclusion problem that is betterthan the previous ones in many cases. Next we would like to eliminate the factor depth(T )in the time complexity of our algorithm. Furthermore, we would like to implement ouralgorithm to see how competetive it is in practice. In this implementation some of theheuristics mentioned above could be applied.Next we would like to apply the techniques we have used for the ordered tree inclusionto other tree inclusion problems, for example the ordered path and the ordered regioninclusion problems. We conjecture that we can solve these problems within the same timeand space bounds by modifying our algorithm for the ordered tree inclusion problem ap-propriately.Finally we would like to attack the largest common substructure problem in order tobeat the complexity resulting from the application of the algorithm of [20] for the treeediting problem to this problem.Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Prof. Dr. N. Blum for helpful discussions onthis work.References[1] A. Apostolico and C. Guerra, The Longest Common Subsequence Problem Revisited,Algorithmica 2 (1987), pp. 315 - 336. 42
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